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Section 1 - Tracing Code
1. Consider the following class:[8]

1 public class MyMath {
2 public static double PI = 3.14159;
3
4 public static int intPower(int base, int exponent) {
5 if (base == 0) return 0;
6
7 if (exponent == 0 ) return 1;
8
9 int acc = 1;

10
11 if (exponent < 0) {
12 for (int i=0; i > exponent; i--) {
13 acc = acc / base;
14 }
15 }
16 else {
17 for (int i=0; i < exponent; i++) {
18 acc = acc *base;
19 }
20 }
21
22 return acc;
23 }
24 }

(a) Suppose I add the following method to the class MyMath

1 //area of a circle is PI * r-squared
2 public static double calculateAreaCircle(double r) {
3 return this.PI * this.intPower((int)r, 2);
4 }

Will the method compile (circle one))? Yes / No
If you think it does not compile, write the reason below. Make sure you write the line number of the error.

(b) Suppose I add the following method to the class MyMath

1 //should return the bigger of the 2 parameters x and y
2 public static double max(double x, double y) {
3 if (x > y) return x;
4 else if (y > x ) return y;
5 }

Will the method compile (circle one)? Yes / No
If you think it does not compile, write the reason below. Make sure you write the line number of the error.
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(c) Suppose I add the following method to the class MyMath

1 //should round the double to the nearest integer
2 public static int round(double x) {
3 double fractionalPart = x - (int)x;
4 if (fractionalPart < .5) {
5 return (int)x;
6 }
7
8 return (int)x + 1;
9 }

Will the method compile (circle one)? Yes / No
If you think it does not compile, write the reason below. Make sure you write the line number of the error.

(d) Suppose I create the following class that uses MyMath. Assume that MyMath.java and
MyMathProgram.java are in the same folder.

1 public class MyMathProgram {
2 public static void main(String[] args) {
3 //compute 1/10ˆ0 + 1/10ˆ1 + 1/10ˆ2 + 1/10ˆ3 + 1/10ˆ4
4 double sum = 0;
5 double ratio = 0;
6 int start = 10;
7
8 for (int i=0; i < 5; i++ ) {
9 sum = sum + MyMath.intPower(start, -i);

10 }
11
12 System.out.println(sum);
13 }
14 }

What is the output of the above program?
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2. Consider the following classes. You may assume that all classes are placed in appropriately named files.[8]

1 public class Alpha {
2 private double x;
3 public String y;
4 public static int w = 1;
5
6 public Alpha(double x, String y, Alpha oldAlpha) {
7 this.x = x;
8 this.y = y;
9 w = (int) x;

10
11 if (oldAlpha != null) {
12 oldAlpha.y = y + oldAlpha.y;
13 }
14 }
15
16 public void setX(double newA) {
17 double x = newA;
18 }
19
20 public void printStringForm() {
21 System.out.println("x is " + x + " y is " + y);
22 }
23 }

1 public class Beta {
2 private Alpha[] lotsOfAlphas;
3 private int nextAvailableIndex;
4
5 public Beta() {
6 lotsOfAlphas = new Alpha[100];
7 nextAvailableIndex = 0;
8 }
9

10 public Alpha[] getAlphas() {
11 Alpha[] activeAlphas = new Alpha[nextAvailableIndex];
12 for (int i=0; i < nextAvailableIndex; i++) {
13 activeAlphas[i] = lotsOfAlphas[i];
14 }
15
16 return activeAlphas;
17 }
18
19 public void addNewAlpha(String s) {
20 lotsOfAlphas[nextAvailableIndex] = new Alpha(1.0, s, null);
21 nextAvailableIndex++;
22 }
23 }

(a) Suppose I add the following method to the class Beta:

1 public void Pointless() {
2 Alpha newAlpha = new Alpha(1.0, "fun", null);
3 Alpha secondAlpha = new Alpha(0, "weird", null);
4 newAlpha.x = 4.0;
5 secondAlpha.y = "okay not actually fun";
6 newAlpha.printStringForm();
7 secondAlpha.printStringForm();
8 }

Will the method compile (circle one)? Yes / No
If you think the method compiles, write what is printed to the screen when the method is called. If you
think it does not compile, write the line number of the error and the reason behind the error.
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(b) Suppose I add the following method to the class Beta:

1 public void CreateLotsOfAlphas() {
2 Alpha newA1 = new Alpha(1.0, "a", null);
3 Alpha newA2 = new Alpha(2.0, "b", newA1);
4 Alpha newA3 = new Alpha(3.0, "c", newA2);
5
6 System.out.println(newA1.y + newA2.y + newA3.y);
7 }

Will the method compile (circle one)? Yes / No
If you think the method compiles, write what is printed to the screen when the method is called. If you
think it does not compile, write the line number of the error and the reason behind the error.

(c) Suppose I add the following method to class Beta:

1 public void AnotherPointlessMethod() {
2 Alpha a = new Alpha(5, "comp202", null);
3 Alpha b = new Alpha(10, "is", null);
4 System.out.println(Alpha.w);
5 }

Will the method compile (circle one)? Yes / No
If you think the method compiles, write what is printed to the screen when the method is called. If you
think it does not compile, write the line number of the error and the reason behind the error.

(d) Suppose I add the following static method to Beta:

1 public static void fooBar() {
2 Beta b = new Beta();
3 b.addNewAlpha("g");
4 b.addNewAlpha("o");
5 b.addNewAlpha("n");
6 b.addNewAlpha("y");
7 b = new Beta();
8 b.addNewAlpha("rang");
9 b = new Beta();

10 b.addNewAlpha("e");
11 b.addNewAlpha("r");
12 b.addNewAlpha("s");
13 System.out.println(b.getAlphas().length);
14 }

Will the method compile (circle one)? Yes / No
If you think the method compilse, write what is printed to the screen when the method is called. If you
think it does not compile, write the line number of the error and the reason behind the error.
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3. Assume that all this code (classes A, B, C, D) is placed into appropriately named files and compiles/runs without[16]
error.

1 public interface A {
2 public void print();
3 }
4
5 public class B implements A {
6 public void print() {
7 System.out.println("In class B print");
8 }
9

10 public void fax() {
11 System.out.println("In class B fax");
12 }
13 }
14
15 public class C implements A {
16 public void print() {
17 System.out.println("In class C");
18 }
19
20 public void fax() {
21 System.out.println("In class C fax");
22 }
23
24 public void print(Object o) {
25 System.out.println("In the object");
26 }
27 }
28
29 public class D extends C {
30 public double storage1;
31 private double storage2;
32
33 public D() {
34 storage1 = 0;
35 storage2 = 0;
36 }
37
38 public D(double x, double y){
39 storage1 = x;
40 storage2 = x;
41 }
42
43 public void print() {
44 System.out.println("First print in D");
45 }
46
47 public static void print(double storage1, double storage2) {
48 System.out.println("Second print in D");
49 }
50
51 private void print(int x) {
52 System.out.println("Third print in D");
53 }
54
55 public void print(double y) {
56 System.out.println("Fourth print in D");
57 }
58
59 public double getStorage1() {
60 return storage1;
61 }
62
63 public double getStorage2() {
64 return storage2;
65 }
66 }

On the following page, we show you independent blocks of code that appear in a method somewhere inside
another class E. The class E is compiled alongside all of the other classes A, B, C, and D above. For each block
of code, answer the following two questions and write your answer IN THE TABLE ON THE NEXT PAGE.

• In the 1st column of the table, write “C” (for Compile-time error) or “R” (for Run-time error) or “E” (for
Executes successfully) to indicate how the block of code behaves.

• In the 2nd column of the table, write a line number:
– If the code executes, write the line number of the START of the method called by bold text. For

example, if it looks like: foo.a(foo.b()) then you should give the line number of the method a;
if it looks like foo.a(foo.b()), then you should give the line number of the method b.

– If the code does not execute, write the line number of the compile-time or run time error.
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Blocks of code in class E.

(a)
D foo = new D(3.0,2.0);
foo.print();

(b)
D foo = new D(3.0,2.0);
D bar = new D();
bar.print(1 + " ");

(c)
A apple = new A();
apple.print();

(d)
A grannySmith = new B();
grannySmith.fax();

(e)
A redDelicious = new D();
C pear = (D)redDelicious;
pear.print();

(f)
A peach = new D();
B banana = (B) peach;
banana.print();

(g)
A strawberry = new D();
((D)strawberry).print(1.0,2.0);

(h)
C blueberry = new C();
B blackberry = new B();
A latte = new D();
blueberry = (D)latte;
latte = blackberry;
latte.fax();

R/C/E? Line number
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h
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4. In the following question, you will answer a series of questions about the scope of variables. Make sure to read[10]
the questions first as it is not necessary to understand every part of the code in order to answer the questions.
List all variables that are in scope (that can be accessed without the dot operator) at each point.

1 import java.io.*;
2 public class FileDuplicater{
3 private String inputFile;
4 private String outputFile;
5 private static String fileExtension = ".txt";
6
7 public FileDuplicater(String input, String output) {
8 this.inputFile = input + FileDuplicater.fileExtension;
9 this.outputFile = output + FileDuplicater.fileExtension;

10 /* POINT 4 */
11 }
12
13 public void copyfile() {
14 File f1;
15 try{
16 f1 = new File(inputFile);
17 File f2 = new File(outputFile);
18 InputStream in = new FileInputStream(f1);
19 OutputStream out = new FileOutputStream(f2);
20
21 byte[] buf = new byte[1024];
22 int len;
23 while ((len = in.read(buf)) > 0){
24 out.write(buf, 0, len);
25 /* POINT 5 */
26 }
27 in.close();
28 out.close();
29 System.out.println("File copied.");
30 }
31 catch(FileNotFoundException ex){
32 System.out.println(ex.getMessage() + " in the specified directory.");
33 /* POINT 3*/
34 System.exit(0);
35 }
36 catch(IOException e){
37 System.out.println(e.getMessage());
38 }
39 }
40
41 public static void main(String[] args){
42 if (args.length < 2) {
43 int EXIT_CODE = 1;
44 /* POINT 1*/
45 System.exit(EXIT_CODE);
46 }
47
48 FileDuplicater fd = new FileDuplicater(args[0], args[1]);
49 /* POINT 2*/
50 fd.copyfile();
51 }
52 }

(a) What variables can be accessed without the dot operator at line 44 (marked point 1)?

(b) What variables can be accessed without the dot operator at line 49 (marked point 2)?
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(c) What variables can be accessed without the dot operator at line 33 (marked point 3)?

(d) What variables can be accessed without the dot operator at line 10 (marked point 4)?

(e) What variables can be accessed without the dot operator at line 25 (marked point 5)?

Total marks for Section 1: 42
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Debugging Questions
5. In the following example, you will see some code followed by the output of the program. The program does[5]

not output what it is supposed to. You may assume all classes are put in appropriately named files and that
all files are in the same directory. You may also assume that all necessary packages/classes are imported and all
files that are read using the Scanner class exist and have the expected formatting.

1 import java.util.ArrayList;
2 public class Menu {
3 public ArrayList<String> dishNames;
4
5 public Menu() {
6 this.dishNames = new ArrayList<String>();
7 }
8
9 public void addDish(String s) {

10 this.dishNames.add(s);
11 }
12
13 public void print() {
14 for (int i=0; i < dishNames.size(); i++) {
15 System.out.println(dishNames.get(i));
16 }
17 }
18 }

1 import java.util.ArrayList;
2 import java.util.Scanner;
3 import java.io.File;
4 public class Restaurant {
5 private Menu menu;
6
7 public Restaurant() {
8 this.menu = new Menu();
9 }

10
11 public Restaurant makeCopy() {
12 Restaurant copy = new Restaurant();
13 copy.menu = this.menu;
14 return copy;
15 }
16
17 public void addMenu(String recipeList) {
18 try {
19 Scanner s = new Scanner(new File(recipeList));
20 while (s.hasNext()) {
21 this.menu.dishNames.add(s.nextLine());
22 }
23 }
24 catch (Exception e) {
25 }
26 }
27
28 public void printMenu() {
29 this.menu.print();
30 }
31 }

1 public class MakeRestaurants {
2 public static void main(String[] args) {
3
4 //create a small cafe
5 Restaurant montrealCafe = new Restaurant();
6 montrealCafe.addMenu("cafe.txt");
7 System.out.println("When we first create it, the Montreal cafe has the following

on its menu:");
8 montrealCafe.printMenu();
9

10 /* Now create a restaurant. We start with a copy because we want our other
Restaurant to have everything the first cafe had plus more. */

11 Restaurant moreChoices = montrealCafe.makeCopy();
12
13 /* Add a 2nd file to the menu for moreChoices */
14 moreChoices.addMenu("additionalSpecials.txt");
15
16 System.out.println("The Montreal cafe has the following on its menu:");
17 montrealCafe.printMenu();
18 System.out.println("The bigger restaurant next to the cafe has the following on

its menu:");
19 moreChoices.printMenu();
20 }
21 }

The file “cafe.txt” has the following contents:

1 coffee
2 sandwich
3 bread
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The file “additionalSpecials.txt” has the following contents:

1 duck
2 asparagus salad

When MakeRestaurants is run, the output is the following:

When we first create it, the Montreal cafe has the following on its menu:
coffee
sandwich
bread
The Montreal cafe has the following on its menu:
coffee
sandwich
bread
duck
asparagus salad
The bigger restaurant next to the cafe has the following on its menu:
coffee
sandwich
bread
duck
asparagus salad

You are surprised to see that the Montreal cafe has the duck and asparagus salad added to its menu as well. Find
the part of this code which causes the error. Write the line number of the error and explain in 1 or 2 sentences
why it causes a logical error. Then suggest how you would fix this. Your answer to this part should include the
exact code you would add/change/delete and the line numbers of the line(s) being changed.
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6. The following version of MakeRestaurants is like in the previous question, but it has a few more statements,[5]
immediately after moreChoices.printMenu() on line 18. You should assume that the logical error
described in the previous question has been successfully fixed.

1 public class MakeRestaurants {
2 public static void main(String[] args) {
3
4 //create a small cafe
5 Restaurant montrealCafe = new Restaurant();
6 montrealCafe.addMenu("cafe.txt");
7 System.out.println("When we first create it, the Montreal cafe has the following

on its menu:");
8 montrealCafe.printMenu();
9

10 /*now create a restaurant. We start with a copy because we want our other
Restaurant to have everything the first cafe had plus more*/

11 Restaurant moreChoices = montrealCafe.makeCopy();
12 /*add a 2nd file to the menu for moreChoices*/
13 moreChoices.addMenu("additionalSpecials.txt");
14
15 System.out.println("The Montreal cafe has the following on its menu:");
16 montrealCafe.printMenu();
17 System.out.println("The bigger restaurant next to the cafe has the following on

its menu:");
18 moreChoices.printMenu();
19
20 Restaurant[] overpricedChainRestaurant = new Restaurant[100];
21 for (int i=0; i < 100; i++) {
22 overpricedChainRestaurant[i].addMenu("TGIFridays.txt");
23 }
24 }
25 }

When you run this code, you get a NullPointerException. Explain why the exception occurs and propose
a way to fix it. Your answer to this part should include the exact code you would add/change/delete and the line
numbers of the line(s) being changed.

The error message is below:

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NullPointerException
at MakeRestaurants.main(MakeRestaurants.java:22)

Why does the error below occur and how would you fix it?

Total marks for Section 2: 10
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Programming Questions

Recursion Question
7. Consider the mathematical function sequence that is defined on all integers greater than 0[10]

sequence(n) =


1 if n = 1

sequence(n− 1) + n, if n is even and > 1
sequence(n− 1) + 2n if n is odd and > 1

For example:

(a) sequence(1) = 1

(b) sequence(2) = sequence(1) + 2 = 3

(c) sequence(3) = sequence(2) + 2 ∗ 3 = 9

Write a method int sequence(int n) using recursion to compute the nth number in this sequence. If
you do not know how to use recursion, you can write this method using iterative methods (i.e. loops), but then
you will get a maximum of 50 % credit on this question. If you do this, you must specifically state you are using
iterative methods so that we know whether to look at your recursive solution or iterative solution.

Your method does not need to deal with cases where n is less than or equal to 0.
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General notes that apply to all questions in the following section, unless otherwise stated:

• null references: You may assume that for every method you write, none of the parameters it accepts
can be a null reference; in other words, your methods do not have to handle cases in which their
parameters are null references. Similarly, you may also assume that none of the arrays your methods
take as parameters contain null references.

• Using the methods or classes that you are asked to define: when writing your solution to a question
in this section, you may assume that the methods and classes in all other questions in this section have
been successfully implemented, even if you have not even attempted these other questions.

• You are responsible for remembering to import classes as necessary.
• You may implement the specification below in almost any way you like. However, as in your assign-

ments, you cannot add any public methods or member variables to your classes beyond the specifica-
tion, but you may add private helper methods or member variables if you wish.

• Even if you are short on time, do not leave any questions blank. You will get points for things such as
class headers, method headers, etc, if you write them.

Programming Computers to Run an Election
At the imaginary University of MacHill, students feel they are being abused, especially in computer science courses
where the programming assignments are very long and difficult. They stage a non-violent mutiny, lock all teachers
and professors in a [big] closet, then hold elections to declare a King.

Rather than doing the simple thing of having all students at MacHill vote for their favourite choice as King, the politi-
cal science students devise a more complex scheme. Each person who wants to be King chooses one representative in
each department of the University. For example: if there are 50 departments and 4 candidate Kings, each department
will have 4 representatives to choose from, with a total of 200 representatives across the whole university. During the
election, students vote for their favourite representative in their department: every student can vote in exactly one
department. The candidate King with the most winning representatives across all departments becomes King. For ex-
ample, if 42 out of 50 departments elect a representative that belong to candidate X, candidate X will be declared King.

Your task is to write a simple program that runs the electronic voting stations used for this election. You will first
write a few utility classes and then a very short main program that uses a mix of the classes you wrote and other utility
classes that are provided to you. (The provided utility classes are listed in the documentation on the last page.)

8. Write a class VoteMachine. Conceptually, a VoteMachine stores the number of votes cast for each candi-[10]
date at this machine.

The class VoteMachine should have the following public constructors and instance methods.

• A constructor that takes as input a String[] of names of the representatives running in the department of
this VoteMachine. You should store the String[] in a way that allows you to use it in other methods
in this class. The constructor also creates an array to store the vote totals for each representative. These
totals are initially 0.

• A method called acceptVote() that first prints to the screen the possible representatives that a voter
can vote for. To the left of each representative’s name, it displays a number corresponding to a particular
representative. It then reads a number from the keyboard. This number should correspond to a particular
representative. After the number is read from the keyboard, the total number of votes for the corresponding
representative is updated.

Recall that reading a number from the keyboard works like this:

Scanner s = new Scanner(System.in);
int someNumber = s.nextInt();

If the user enters an invalid number, they are prompted to enter a number again. You may assume that the
user always enters an integer.
Here’s an example of this method’s output (you don’t have to match the spacing exactly):

[0] Jon Stewart
[1] Stephen Colbert
[2] Samantha Bee
[3] John Oliver
Enter the number of the candidate you want to vote for:

• A method called getVotes() that returns an array of int representing the number of votes received by
each representative. Note that the array indexes must correspond to the indexes of the String array of
representatives that is used in the constructor. Your method must return an array in such a way that no
other class can modify the votes that are stored in this VoteMachine.

Your methods should work for any given list of respresentatives, although you may assume there is at least one
representative being voted for at each VoteMachine.
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WRITE YOUR VoteMachine CLASS IN THE SPACE BELOW
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9. Write a class PollingPlace. A PollingPlace represents a specific voting location. It has a VoteMachine,[10]
a list of eligible voters and the initial number of eligible voters. It should have the following public constructors
and instance methods:

• A constructor that takes as input a String[] representing a list of representatives and a
String departmentStudentListFile storing the path of a list of students (voters). Conceptually
the String[] will be similar to the list of representatives in VoteMachine. The constructor initializes
an instance variable of type VoteMachine, then calls the method initializeVoterList() with
parameter departmentStudentListFile and stores the returned value in an instance variable of
type ArrayList<String>. This ArrayList stores the names of the voters that are eligible to vote
and have not yet done so. Finally, the constructor stores the initial number of elements of the eligible voter
list. This is useful in the method validateNoCheating() below.

• A method initializeVoterList() that takes as input a String representing a file path of a list
of students/voters. You should assume that each line of the specified file has exactly one name on it. This
method reads the specified file and returns an ArrayList<String> that stores all the names from the
file. The method returns null if an exception occurs.

• A method handleVoter() that takes as input a String name and returns a boolean. This method
allows eligible voters to cast their vote. It first checks if name is present in the list of eligible voters.
If name is in the list, call acceptVote() on the VoteMachine of this PollingPlace, then
remove name from the list of eligible voters. You may assume that no name is listed twice. If name is
not in the list, the method returns false.

• A method getVotes() that takes nothing as input and returns an int[] . This method calls the method
getVotes() that operates on a VoteMachine and simply returns the output of that method.

• A method validateNoCheating() that has no input and returns a boolean. This method verifies
that the total number of votes stored in the VoteMachine is equal to the difference in size between the
original eligible-voter list and the current eligible-voter list. (Remember that each time someone votes
their name is removed from the list of eligible voters). It should return true if these are equal and false
otherwise.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE.
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10. Write a class Department that represents a university department. A Department will always have exactly[10]
10 PollingPlaces. A Department also has an ArrayList<String> of the representatives for the
department and an ArrayList<String> representing the corresponding candidate Kings. In addition, the
Department class should have the following constructors and public instance methods:

(a) A constructor that takes as input an ArrayList<String> of representatives’ names, an
ArrayList<String> of corresponding candidate-King names, and a String studentListFile.
The constructor should create 10 PollingPlaces and add each of them to an ArrayList<PollingPlace>.
Note that the studentListFile is the file that is used by the constructor for PollingPlace.

(b) public int getIndexOfWinner(): This method computes the index of the winning candidate in
this department based on the votes collected at all of the PollingPlaces in this department. The method
does not count the results from a PollingPlace if validateNoCheating() on that PollingPlace
returns false. You should assume that this method will only be called after all of the voting has taken place.

(c) public String getWinningLeader() : This method returns the name of the candidate King of
the winning representative in this department.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE.
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11. Write a program MacHillStudentsVote. In this program, you will use the classes from the 3 preceding[8]
questions along with some external classes listed in the documentation on the last page of this exam.

Your program should do the following:

(a) Create 308 Departments and store them in an ArrayList<Department>. Library methods defined
on the last page, such as getAllLeaders(), are useful for this. The departments are given id numbers
from 0 to 307 to make the computations simpler.

(b) Execute a day of voting using the executeDay() library method. This method will take care of the
process of setting up people to accept votes and will fill the vote counts of the Departments in the
ArrayList passed to it.

(c) Determine the results of the election: first print, for each department, the candidate King that corresponds
to the winning representative. Then, for each candidate King, you should output their name along with the
number of departments in which their representatives won. It is not necessary to output the vote totals, just
how many departments each candidate King won.

For example, your output should look roughly like:

Riding 0: John’s representative wins
Riding 1: Jesse’s representative wins
....
Riding 306 : Jill’s representative wins
Riding 307 : John’s representatives wins
John’s representatives won 95 departments
Jacob’s represenatives won 54 departments
FlyingSpaghettiMonster’s representatives won 35 departments
BigFoot’s representatives won 25 departments

Total marks for Section 3: 42

Total marks: 100
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE. CLEARLY INDICATE WHICH QUESTION(S) YOU
ARE ANSWERING HERE.
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USE THIS PAGE IF YOU NEED MORE ADDITIONAL SPACE. CLEARLY INDICATE WHICH QUESTION(S)
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SUMMARY OF JAVA STANDARD LIBRARY METHODS FOR SELECTED CLASSES

• String (package java.lang) Methods:

– public boolean equals(Object anObject): Compares this String to anObject.
– public boolean equalsIgnoreCase(String anotherString): Compares, ignoring case considerations, this String

to anotherString.
– public int compareTo(String anotherString): Compares this String to anotherString lexicographically;

returns a negative value if this String occurs before anotherString, a positive value if this String occurs after anotherString,
and 0 if both Strings are equal.

– public int compareToIgnoreCase(String anotherString): Compares, ignoring case considerations, this String
to anotherString lexicographically; returns a negative value if this String occurs before anotherString, a positive value
if this String occurs after anotherString, and 0 if both Strings are equal.

– public char[] toCharArray(): Converts this String to a new character array.

• File (package java.io) Methods:

– public FileSstring pathname): Creates a new File instance that corresponds to the given pathname.

• Scanner (package java.util) Methods:

– public Scanner(Inputstream source): Constructs a new Scanner that produces values scanned from the specified
input stream.

– public Scanner(File f): Constructs a new Scanner that produces values scanned from the specified File
– public double nextDouble(): Scans the next token of the input as a double.
– public boolean nextBoolean(): Scans the next token of the input as a boolean.
– public int nextInt(): Scans the next token of the input as an int.
– public String nextLine(): Advances this Scanner past the current line and returns the input read.
– public boolean hasNextLine(): Checks whether there are further lines left to scan.

• PrintStream (package java.io) Methods:

– public void print(boolean b): Prints boolean value b.
– public void print(double d): Prints double value d.
– public void print(int i): Prints int value i.
– public void print(Object o): Prints Object o.
– public void print(String s): Prints String s.
– public void println(): Terminates the current line by writing the line separator string.
– public void println(boolean b): Prints boolean value b and then terminates the line.
– public void println(double d): Prints double value d and then terminates the line.
– public void println(int i): Prints int value i and then terminates the line.
– public void println(Object o): Prints Object o and then terminates the line.
– public void println(String s): Prints String s and then terminates the line.

• ArrayList (package java.util) Methods:

– public boolean ArrayList<type>(): Creates a new ArrayList<type>

– public void add(type t) : Appends the specified element to the end of this list.
– public void add(int index, type t): Inserts the specified element at the specified position in this list. item public
void addAll(Collection<type> c): Appends all of the elements in the specified collection to the end of this list, in the
order that they are returned by the specified collection’s Iterator.

– public boolean contains(Object o): Returns true if this list contains the specified element.
– public type get(int index): Returns the element at the specified position in this list.
– public int indexOf(Object o): Returns the index of the first occurrence of the specified element in this list, or -1 if this

list does not contain the element.
– public boolean remove(Object o): Removes the first occurrence of the specified element from this list, if it is present.
– public int size(): Returns the number of elements in this list.

• Math (package java.lang) Methods:

– public static double pow(double a, double b): Returns the value of a raised to the power of b.
– public static double sqrt(double a): Returns the correctly rounded positive square root of double value a.
– public static double random(): Returns a double value with a positive sign, greater than or equal to 0.0 and less than
1.0.

– public static double exp(double a): Returns Euler’s number e raised to the power of double value a. (base e) of
double value a. of double value a.

DESCRIPTION OF METHODS ESPECIALLY PROVIDED FOR THE PROGRAMMING SECTION OF THE EXAM

• VoterUtility Methods:

– public static ArrayList<String> getAllLeaders()

Output: an ArrayList<String> storing all the leaders (candidate Kings) that are running for office.
– public static ArrayList<String> getRepresentatives(int i)

Input: an id number corresponding to a department
Output: an ArrayList<String> of all the representatives running in department i

– public static String getStudentList(int i)

Input: an id number corresponding to some department
Output: the path of a file that stores a list of all students in the department i. This is used to determine is a student is eligible to vote

in department i or not. category
– public static void executeDay(ArrayList<Department>)

Input: a list of all the Department
Output: void
Side effect: The method runs a day’s worth of voting. After this method is called, all Departments have taken all the votes and can

begin to count the votes.


